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Aim
• Show a range of human computer interaction 

industry research and academic research
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industry research
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what you 
need for 

good ideas
North stars for research to uncover 

● evergreen engaging content
● daily habit
● immediate delight through 

mechanisms
● long-term attachment

Dozens and dozens of ideas explored
● Short DIY video editing platform
● Relationship advice
● AR messages in space
● Many many more...
● Livestreaming with

○ high interactivity: games, 
360 room, local fame 

● Livestreaming with video



Livestreaming



Why do teens 
livestream?

7990 survey 
responses 

20 interviews with 
teens

Lottridge, D., Bentley, F., Wheeler, M., Lee, J., Cheung, J., Ong, 
K., & Rowley, C. (2017). Third-wave livestreaming: teens' long 
form selfie. In Proceedings of the 19th International Conference 
on Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and 
Services MobileHCI2017 (p. 20). ACM.



Factor analysis



The me show                                 Social                        Cost-of-biz       

Teens and 
adults are
similar.

Results



Livestream personas



Personas 
not 
supported



Teens score higher on 

1.spontaneity, 
2.desire to know 
audience, and
3.triggers of 
loneliness and 
boredom.

Age
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Suh, M., Bentley, F., and Lottridge, D, “It’s Kind of Boring 
Looking at Just the Face”: Understanding Teens’ Mobile 
Videochat Practices. Submitted to CSCW 2018.

How do teens 
videochat?

Multimedia diary study 

2 weeks
16 teens



Method
• Initial interviews 

– Started interviews with friendship pairs
– Finished interviews one-on-one

• 2 week diary study period
– Screenshots shared with researchers over 

slack 
• Final interviews 
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Interviews:
Critical Incident 

Technique

real stories of 
real multitasking



Affinity 
Analysis

https://www.slideshare.net/ArushiSingh2/affinity-analysis-of-field-datausing-grounded-theory
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Videochat is 
personal



I was bored. And I didn't have nobody 
to talk to, so I was like, "You want 
to just Facetime on the app?" And 
then she was like, "Yeah." (D.)

...I'm so used to Facetime it's like 
I always go on pause too because it's 
boring just looking at the same 
person, especially if it's a lot of 
us then we try to watch a video but 
it's too many people to watch a video 
then I'll just go on another app like 
I'm not just going to sit here. (R.)

Boredom and 
self-regulation



I forgot I was on videochatting!
Sometimes we'll forget we're even 
on FaceTime. We'll be Snapchatting 
each other and be like, "Oh wait." 
(A.)

I was on Skype and there were 
probably three other people. I was 
like, "Oh, I'll be back in a 
minute. I just need to go get 
something." I was getting a snack 
or something. I totally forgot 
about it. 10 minutes later, I come 
back. I'm like, "Are you guys 
still on?" (S.)

Videochat is 
unremarkable



Digital interruptions:”I can manage them.”



academic research
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Science    Design     Humanities
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Alternative knowledge claim 
positions

Creswell, J. W. (2003). Chapter 1: A framework for design. Research design: qualitative, 
quantitative and mixed methods. Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA.
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Science    Design     Humanities
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Science    Design     Humanities

Fallman, D. (2003). Design-oriented human-computer interaction. In Proceedings of the SIGCHI 
conference on Human factors in computing systems (pp. 225-232). ACM.

Conservative            Pragmatic             Romantic
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Science    Design     Humanities

Conservative            Pragmatic             Romantic

Fallman, D. (2003). Design-oriented human-computer interaction. In Proceedings of the SIGCHI 
conference on Human factors in computing systems (pp. 225-232). ACM.

engineering bricolage                               art

glass box                    self organizing system               black box

result of process              outcome of dialogue               functional art

methods                             experience                           creativity

rational                               reflective                             mystical
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Multitasking and cognitive control
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enjoyable 
experience

social content

upper limb 
exercise 





Puzzle images are whakatauki and 
photos from whanau 

Sources: https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/530932243554280690/ https://www.sciencephoto.com/media/1012496/view/happy-family-taking-
selfie



Whanau upload photos for 
puzzles to an app

1 2
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Last thoughts
Research methods used in industry

– Personas and verification
– Concept testing with storyboards and prototypes
– User needs through survey and interviews
– Usability studies, weekly pace
– Diary study

Academic research
– Epistemology
– Design approach
– What resonates with you?
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Questions?



Thanks!

Danielle Lottridge, PhD
d.lottridge@auckland.ac.nz


